Z-EMAP56 / Z-EMAP56-MH

Optional Navigation Software Bundles for Z-N956

With the optionally available nav packages Z-EMAP56 and Z-EMAP56-MH on microSDHC card, the Z-N956 device becomes a full function navigator.

Navigation Software for Cars Z-EMAP56

• 3D car navigation software with map coverage of 47 countries: Western and Eastern Europe, Great Britain, Turkey, Ukraine, Belarus and Russia (on 16 GB microSDHC card)*
• European Premium POI package with over 6.5 million special destinations
• Realistic 3D rendering of terrain, landmarks, city centers and highway exits
• Navi Splitscreen for audio playback sources with display of street names, as well as turn-by-turn info with distance to next turn
• Lane assistance, Tunnel mode, 3D auto-zoom for crossings and roundabouts, intelligent alternative route calculation, etc.
• TTS voice guidance
• Free TPEG traffic service data via DAB+ (country-specific coverage)
• TMC traffic information
• 3 year map update subscription

Navigation Software for Motorhomes Z-EMAP56-MH

• 3D motor caravan navigation software with map coverage of 47 countries: Western and Eastern Europe, Great Britain, Turkey, Ukraine, Belarus and Russia (on 16 GB microSDHC card)*
• Pre-configured motor caravan vehicle profiles with additional configuration of height, width, length, weight and trailer data
• Camping POI package with approximately 20,000 campsite and motorhome stopover sites in Europe (multilingual: in DE/EN/NL/IT/FR)
• European Premium POI package with over 6.5 million special destinations
• Realistic 3D rendering of terrain, landmarks, city centers and highway exits
• Navi Splitscreen for audio playback sources with display of street names, as well as turn-by-turn info with distance to next turn
• Lane assistance, Tunnel mode, 3D auto-zoom for crossings and roundabouts, intelligent alternative route calculation, etc.
• TTS voice guidance
• Free TPEG traffic service data via DAB+ (country-specific coverage)
• TMC traffic information
• 3 year map update subscription

*The navigation bundles Z-EMAP56 and Z-EMAP56-MH are not part of the set content of the Z-N956 device.
**FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS**

**GPS navigation function for the Z-N956:**
- The Z-N956 was developed for motorhome vehicles that feature a 2-DIN mounting slot. Thus, the ZENEC PRIME device does fit nicely in motorhomes. With the appropriate 2-DIN mounting kit in PMT Ducato, IVECO Daily and MB Sprinter.

**A central point of the fascinating ZENEC experience comes from the:**
- The integrated DAB+ twin tuner with MOT Slideshow, dynamic station list, Service Following and DLS list stands for clear and stable digital radio reception. The dynamic background scan function keeps the radio station list permanently up-to-date.

**High-sensitivity DAB+ tuner**
- The integrated DAB+ twin tuner with MOT Slideshow, dynamic station list, Service Following and DLS list stands for clear and stable digital radio reception. The dynamic background scan function keeps the radio station list permanently up-to-date.

**Connection of up to three cameras**
- The Z-N956 allows the connection of up to three camera systems incl. switched power supply for each of them and reverse gear triggered audio input for the rear cameras.

**FM RDS tuner**
- The radio receiver of the Z-N956 has an FM RDS tuner with integrated DSP that ensures a clearer, louder sound quality when FM station signals are rather weak, thanks to interference noise reducing. The radio stations can be stored in 18 station presets.

**Universal infotainer**
- The Z-N956 is certified with Google Android Auto. With Google GAA you are able to access compatible apps and online services of your Android smartphone in your vehicle and operate them intuitively with the display of your ZENEC device or the voice assistant from Google.

**Google Android Auto**
- The Z-N956 is Google Android Auto certified. With GAA you are able to access compatible apps and online services of your Android smartphone in your vehicle and operate them intuitively with the display of your ZENEC device or the voice assistant from Google.

**Bluetooth hands-free module**
- Hands-free calling with possible synchronisation and search function for entries by first name and surname. The easy-to-read favourites menu with fast dial function is optimized for driving comfort, and offers echo-cancelling and other DSP filters for best speech intelligibility.

**Capacitive 22.9 cm / 9” screen**
- The capacitive 22.9 cm / 9” LCD TFT touchscreen with glass panel gives you accurate control with just a light touch. The TFT LCD screen is centering for its high brightness level and excellent contrast range for brilliant video playback.

**A2DP SRC mode for BT speakers**
- When a A2DP device (e.g. smartphone) can transmit the audio signal to external Bluetooth speakers or headphones, a Bluetooth stream transfers the raw data from the device to the speakers. The audio signal then gets transmitted via the Bluetooth connection to the external speakers.

**FM RDS tuner**
- The radio receiver of the Z-N956 has an FM RDS tuner with integrated DSP that ensures a clearer, louder sound quality when FM station signals are rather weak, thanks to interference noise reducing. The radio stations can be stored in 18 station presets.

**State of the art media compatibility**
- The Z-N956 supports playback from all media files widely used today: MP3, M4A, FLAC, AAC, APE (SAC), WMA, AIFF, ALAC, AIFF, M4A, MP3, WMA (X), MP3, MP4, WMV, XVID.

**Vehicle compatibility**
- The Z-N956 is designed for vehicles featuring a 2-DIN mounting provision for vehicle-specific radio panels or 2-DIN mounting kits. A detailed list of device features and extended compatibility information as well as pictures of Z-N956 mounted in various vehicles can be found on www.zenec.com.